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In this paper, we present a new approach for the 
progressive compression of three-dimensional (3D) mesh 
geometry using redundant frame dictionaries and sparse 
approximation techniques. We construct the proposed 
frames from redundant linear combinations of the 
eigenvectors of a combinatorial mesh Laplacian matrix. 
We achieve a sparse synthesis of the mesh geometry by 
selecting atoms from a frame using matching pursuit. 
Experimental results show that the resulting rate-
distortion performance compares favorably with other 
progressive mesh compression algorithms in the same 
category, even when a very simple, sub-optimal encoding 
strategy is used for the transmitted data. The proposed 
frames also have the desirable property of being able to be 
applied directly to a manifold mesh having arbitrary 
topology and connectivity types; thus, no initial remeshing 
is required and the original mesh connectivity is preserved. 
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I. Introduction 

In recent years, the proliferation of sophisticated techniques 
for three-dimensional (3D) model acquisition and graphic 
design has given rise to a host of new applications that rely on 
the efficient exchange and distribution of 3D models, often 
between parties with heterogeneous computing devices and 
low-bandwidth network links. This has created a need for 
efficient compression techniques for 3D models, which are 
progressive, allow high quality or even lossless reconstruction, 
and minimize the amount of transferred data. Progressive 
compression allows a 3D model to be transmitted and 
reconstructed progressively at the decoder from coarse to fine 
levels of detail, or from poor to better quality. To date, most of 
the research in this area has focused on triangular mesh models, 
as this is the most common representation for 3D objects. The 
earliest progressive mesh compression schemes [1]−[3] 
concentrated on obtaining an efficient representation of the 
mesh connectivity (vertex/face connections); however, more 
recently, the focus has shifted towards the compact encoding of 
the mesh geometry (vertex coordinates in 3 ). Of these latter 
algorithms, the ones that have generally demonstrated the best 
rate-distortion (R-D) trade-offs are based on transform coding 
techniques borrowed from traditional signal and image 
processing [4]−[8]. Such compression schemes are attractive 
because to obtain a good quality mesh reconstruction, they 
often require only a small number of transform coefficients to 
be transmitted, and they allow a more graceful degradation of 
mesh quality at decreasing bitrates compared to compression 
algorithms that work directly in the spatial domain. The 
fundamental assumption behind such techniques is that the 
input data can be represented as a sparse linear combination 
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of atoms taken from a dictionary of atoms that constitute the 
new representation domain. Traditionally, these dictionaries 
have been chosen to be orthogonal bases; however, recent 
research into alternative signal representations shows that 
overcomplete (redundant) dictionaries, or frames [9], may be 
able to offer even sparser representations than orthogonal 
bases can. 

The idea of using redundant representations for 3D mesh 
compression began to surface in the literature in the mid-2000s 
[10], [11], but it has not progressed much further since then. 
Currently, the main difficulty lies in the creation of a “good” 
overcomplete dictionary, particularly for meshes with irregular 
connectivity, which needs to be preserved. In [12], a new 
method was proposed for constructing a frame for mesh 
geometry compression, which can work directly on a manifold 
mesh with arbitrary topology and connectivity types. The main 
objectives of the current paper are to provide the theoretical 
foundations and motivations behind the technique proposed in 
[12], and to present a more comprehensive evaluation of this 
method’s compression capabilities. 

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: in 
Section II, we review the main concepts and relevant previous 
work regarding sparse approximations from redundant 
dictionaries. In Section III, we explain the rationale and details 
behind the proposed frame construction. In Section IV, we 
discuss how these frames can be used for progressive mesh 
geometry compression, while in Section V we provide details 
about our experimental methodology and present some key 
results. We discuss the practical considerations of the proposed 
method in Section VI, and in Section VII we conclude the 
paper. 

II. Sparse Approximations from Overcomplete 
Dictionaries 

The goal of sparse approximations is to express a signal in a 
vector space n  as a linear combination of a small number 
of atoms taken from a dictionary of atoms that is representative 
of that vector space. Representation of the signal with respect 
to this dictionary can take one of two paths—sparse analysis or 
sparse synthesis [13]. Sparse analysis assumes that a linear 
signal transform with the dictionary is sparse, that is, the 
orthogonal projection of the input vector onto the elements of 
this dictionary will produce a small number of large, or 
“significant,’’ coefficients, which can be linearly combined 
with their corresponding atoms to reconstruct the input. The 
sparse synthesis approach does not assume that this set of 
transform coefficients will automatically be sparse; instead, it  

assumes that there exists a sparse representation of the input in 

the given dictionary and aims to find it. The atoms in a 

dictionary may form a basis, a frame, or neither. The dictionary 

is a basis if: (a) its atoms are all linearly independent (no atom 

can be represented by a linear combination of any of the other 

atoms), (b) the set of atoms is complete (they are sufficient to 

represent any other vector in the same vector space), and (c) 

any other vector in the same vector space can be represented by 

a unique linear combination of the basis vectors. In this sense, 

basis representations are non-redundant and the sparse analysis 

and sparse synthesis assumptions are equivalent. As is the case 

with a basis, a frame [9] is a representative set of vectors that 

span a given vector space; the difference is that these vectors do 

not necessarily need to be linearly independent. Thus, for the 

same n-dimensional vector space n , a frame may contain  

m vectors, where m > n. This makes a frame an overcomplete 

set of representative vectors, that is, some of these vectors are 

redundant. In this case, the sparse analysis and sparse synthesis 

assumptions are no longer equivalent.  

A family of vectors Φ { }i i I   (where {1, , }I m  ) in 

a Hilbert space   of dimension n (where m n ) is said to 

be a frame for that vector space if there exist two constants 

0 A B    , such that for all x in   
22 2, .i

i I

A x x B x 


          (1) 

In (1), A and B are the frame bounds, and are used to ensure 
that there is a numerically stable signal reconstruction of x from 
its transform coefficients. If A = B, the frame becomes a tight 
frame, and (1) becomes 

2 2
, .i

i I

x A x 


             (2) 

It is convenient to use tight frames because a tight frame and 
its dual are the same. This means that the same frame can    
be used for the analysis and synthesis of an input signal  

because 
1
ΦΦT x x

A
  for all x. For more general frames,  

the computation of the frame dual requires a pseudo-
inversion of the frame matrix, which can be a very time-
consuming and complex operation when the frame is large. 
For this reason, the sparse analysis path is usually only taken 
with tight frames; for non-tight frames, the sparse synthesis 
approach is preferred. 

The two main challenges when working with frames are: (i) to 
create a “good” frame that can compactly represent the input 
signal, and (ii) to design a method by which the “best” (sparsest) 
set of atoms is selected from this frame. The work in this paper is 
concerned mainly with the first problem; thus, in Section II.1, we 
briefly review the most relevant prior work in this area. 
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1. Survey on Existing Methods for Frame Construction 

The variety of redundant dictionaries proposed in the 

literature so far have been formulated as either: (i) analytic 

dictionaries, which are created from a mathematical model of 

the data, (ii) dictionaries learned from a training set of the data, 

or (iii) a combination of the methods in (i) and (ii) [13]. The 

frames proposed in [12] and the current paper can most closely 

be characterized as analytic dictionaries; thus, the following 

literature review will focus on analytic dictionaries only. 

Most of the overcomplete analytic dictionaries proposed to 

date have been formulated as tight frames, and are extensions 

of the well-known discrete wavelet transform to the redundant 

domain. In [14], Candès and Donoho introduced tight frames 

made of curvelets, which were extended to a 3D version in [15]. 

An alternative to the 2D curvelets (contourlets) was proposed 

in [16], and in [17] contourlets were extended to a multi-

dimensional version called surfacelets. In [18], Le Pennec and 

Mallat introduced bandelets for sparse image representations, 

with a second version [10] being introduced soon after. Other 

existing types of analytic dictionaries include mainly mega-

dictionaries [19], wavelet packets [20], and unions of 

orthonormal bases [21]. More recently, there has also been an 

increased interest in constructing dictionaries on the graphs of 

high-dimensional data [22]−[26]. 
The idea of using redundant representations for 3D mesh 

compression has so far only been addressed briefly in the 
literature. In [10], the authors use their bandelet frames to 
achieve compression of spherical geometry images [27] and 
normal maps of 3D mesh models. In [11], an input mesh is 
resampled onto a regular spherical grid, and this resampled 
model is decomposed onto a redundant dictionary of oriented 
and anisotropic atoms living on the sphere. While the methods 
in [10], [11] have demonstrated promising R-D results 
compared to some of the more traditional mesh compression 
techniques, their main limitations are that: (i) they require an 
initial remeshing of the input mesh to a more regular domain; 
thus, the original connectivity cannot be recovered at the end, 
and (ii) they are both limited to meshes that can be mapped 
well on the sphere. In an attempt to overcome these limitations, 
a new idea for creating a redundant frame for 3D mesh 
geometry compression was recently proposed [12]. The frame 
in [12] can be applied directly to a manifold mesh regardless of 
its topology or connectivity type (as long as the connectivity 
can be represented as a graph). In the current paper, we present 
a more complete description of the method in [12], by making 
the following new contributions: (i) the reasoning behind the 
decision to use the combinatorial mesh Laplacian eigenvectors 
as the initial basis from which to construct the proposed frames, 

(ii) the motivation behind the proposed frame creation 
approach, (iii) new and more detailed rate-distortion results, 
including comparisons with other progressive mesh 
compression algorithms, and (iv) a more thorough discussion 
of the practical considerations of the proposed method.  

III. Proposed Frame Design 

The following sub-sections explain the key aspects of the 
proposed frame creation procedure.  

1. Choosing a Suitable Basis 

The starting point for creating the proposed frames is the 
computation of an initial basis for a given input mesh. For our 
basis, we choose the set of eigenvectors of the combinatorial 
graph Laplacian matrix [28], L, where 

,: ( ) .i j n n  L D A             (3) 

In (3), A is the n × n adjacency matrix of the input mesh 
connectivity, and D is the n × n matrix of vertex degrees 
(number of edges incident to each vertex), such that 

 ,

deg( ) if

: 1 if and is adjacent to

0 otherwise,

i

i j i j

v i j

i j v v


  



    (4) 

where deg(vi) is the degree of vertex i. Because L is real and 
symmetric, it has a complete set of orthogonal eigenvectors 
with real, non-negative eigenvalues. In our work, we also 
normalize the eigenvectors to have a length (norm) of 1, so that 
they form an orthonormal basis for the input mesh. We arrange 
the eigenvalues in ascending order according to the magnitude, 
and we arrange their respective eigenvectors in the same order. 
Because these eigenvectors are analogous to the basis functions 
used in the Fourier transform [28], and their eigenvalues    
are analogous to the corresponding frequencies, such an 
arrangement puts the “low-frequency” basis vectors at one end 
of the matrix and the “high-frequency” vectors at the other end.  

Our motivation for using this particular basis can largely be 
attributed to the work of [4] and [29]. Karni and Gotsman [4] 
were the first to show how the eigenvectors of a combinatorial 
mesh Laplacian matrix may be used to design an efficient 
progressive compression scheme for mesh geometry. Ben-
Chen and Gotsman [29] later went on to prove that for certain 
classes of geometric mesh models, the eigenvectors of the 
graph Laplacian, as defined in (3), constitute the optimal basis 
for the spectral decomposition of such models. We aimed to 
investigate whether it is possible to further improve the sparsity 
of geometry approximations that may be obtained for these 
mesh models, by extending the graph Laplacian basis to a 
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redundant frame. To the best of our knowledge, this has not 
been investigated before. We also wished to create atoms that 
have a meaningful physical interpretation for 3D mesh models. 
While it is not yet fully understood how the eigenvectors of the 
graph Laplacian relate to the shape of the underlying manifold 
from which they are derived [28], the fact that they are a 
generalization of the Fourier basis functions allows us to think 
about them in a somewhat intuitive way. The graph Laplacian 
is also attractive because its eigenvectors, and thus, the 
redundant frame vectors in our method, can be computed for a 
manifold mesh with an arbitrary topology and connectivity 
type, provided the connectivity can be represented as a graph. 
In addition, the computation of the combinatorial Laplacian  
is independent of the mesh geometry, which is useful for 
geometry compression because the entire frame can be created 
without reference to the mesh geometry, and the same frame 
can be used to represent many meshes that share the same 
connectivity, but not necessarily the same geometry.  

2. Computing the Redundant Frame Atoms 

We create the redundant frame vectors by computing 
different linear combinations of the unit-norm eigenvectors in 
the basis described in Section III.1. For a mesh consisting of n 
vertices, and hence n Laplacian eigenvectors, the first step is to 
choose the number r of basis vectors that we wish to use in 
each linear combination. The smallest value that r can take is 2. 
We then select the first r basis vectors from the ordered basis, 
and we compute all the linear combinations of these r vectors 
that are possible when using the 19 scalar multiplying 
coefficients within the range [−0.9, 0.9] when there is a step 
size of 0.1 between successive coefficients. Because these 
coefficients determine the “amount” of each basis vector that is 
used in a linear combination, they essentially represent 
predictions of the inner product values between a given input 
vector and each of the basis vectors. We use the range [−0.9, 
0.9] because we normalize all of the dictionary atoms and the 
input vectors to have a length of 1; thus, any inner product 
between a given input vector and a dictionary atom can only 
have a value between −1 and 1. The values −1 and 1 are 
excluded from the coefficient range because if an input vector 
has an inner product of −1 or 1 with a basis vector, then this 
input needs only that one basis atom to represent it; thus, it 
would be unnecessary to find a sparser representation for it. We 
also quantize the allowed coefficients to be accurate to only 1 
decimal point because this reduces the number of possible 
values that these coefficients can take, from infinity 
(theoretically) to only 19. Currently, these same 19 coefficients 
are used for the creation of every frame; in the future, we plan 
to investigate whether we can adaptively select a subset of 

these coefficients to ensure that only the most important 
redundant vectors are created.  

After computing each redundant vector, it is normalized to 
unit norm, and is then added to the dictionary after the original 
basis. Each successive group of r basis vectors is selected by 
shifting only one place in the ordered basis, so that each new 
group has an overlap with at least one of the basis vectors of 
the previous group. This process is repeated until all the basis 
vectors have been considered for redundant atom creation. 
Finally, for an input mesh with n vertices, the created frame 
contains d atoms in total, which includes the original n basis 
vectors and all the redundant vectors that have been created:  

 ( 1) 19 .rd n n r                  (5) 

The motivation for this frame creation approach is that 
because the redundant atoms are constructed from various 
linear combinations of the original basis atoms, they can 
describe more complex atom shapes than any of the individual 
Laplacian eigenvectors can. Therefore, by including a greater 
number and variety of these atoms in the dictionary, we create 
more opportunities for the correct atom (the input), or atoms 
that more closely resemble this input, to be present. The end 
goal is to create frame vectors that match each input mesh 
geometry vector (X, Y, and Z) as closely as possible.  

3. Selection of Atoms from a Frame 

To select atoms from our frames, we use the sparse synthesis 
approach. This is because the frames are not tight, and 
experimental evidence has shown that 3D mesh geometry 
vectors do not have a sparse analysis in these frames. For the 
sparse synthesis, we use the matching pursuit (MP) algorithm 
[30] because it is able to rapidly capture the most important 
components of the input signal, and it allows us to iteratively 
reconstruct our signal as a linear combination of the frame 
atoms. MP is also relatively simple to implement, and it 
imposes very few restrictions on the dictionary construction, 
namely: (i) the dictionary must be at least complete for the 
input vector space, and (ii) the dictionary vectors must have 
unit norm. Our frames satisfy both of these requirements. 

If the dictionary is defined as a family of vectors   

Γ{ }g   in a Hilbert Space  , such that 1g   and   
spans  , for a given function f  , we can obtain an M-
term linear expansion of f using the MP algorithm by making 
successive approximations of Rnf through orthogonal 
projections onto the elements of   [30]: 

1

0

, ,
n n

M
n M

n

f R f g g R f 





             (6) 

where RM is the residue of the Mth step of the algorithm and  
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R0f = f. At each iteration, the entire dictionary is searched to 
find the atom that has the largest absolute inner product with  
Rnf. For signals in finite-dimensional vector spaces, it has been 
shown [30] that the norm of the residues decays exponentially, 
where the rate of decay depends on how closely the dictionary 
atoms match the input.  

IV. Using the Proposed Frames for Progressive Mesh 
Geometry Compression 

The proposed progressive compression scheme is an 

extension of the spectral compression technique [4] to a 

redundant domain. The most important difference is that we 

use a redundant dictionary (the proposed frames), whereas [4] 

uses an orthonormal basis made of the mesh Laplacian 

eigenvectors only. The other critical difference is that we select 

atoms non-linearly from our frames using the MP algorithm, 

while in [4], the atoms are selected linearly from the basis—

that is, the spectral coefficients associated with the lowest-

“frequency” basis vectors are transmitted first, and not 

necessarily the largest-magnitude coefficients overall. Similar 

to [4], our focus is on the mesh geometry compression; thus, 

we assume that the mesh connectivity will be compressed 

separately and sent to the decoder first. We also assume that the 

encoder and decoder will have some prior communication to 

determine the r value to be used for the frame creation (see 

Section III.2). The encoder and decoder can then use the 

connectivity of the input mesh to independently compute the 

basis and frame for this mesh, as described in Sections III.1 and 

III.2. Similar to [4], we treat the input mesh geometry as  

three separate vectors: { } ,i i IxX   { } ,i i IyY   

{ } ,i i IzZ   where {1, , }I n   and n is the number of 

vertices in the input mesh. We transmit the original norm of 

each of these vectors to the decoder, and we subsequently 

normalize each vector to have unit norm. This is done so that 

when we compute the inner products between the input vectors 

and the unit-norm dictionary vectors, the inner products will 

always be in the range [−1, 1]. This simplifies the interpretation 

and comparison of the inner products because they essentially 

represent correlation values, and it reduces the range of 

possible inner product values that can occur, which is necessary 

for the proposed frame design (see Section III.2). We pass each 

of the unit-norm geometry vectors to MP separately because the 

input model may have different curvature properties in the x, y, 

and z directions. We then arrange all of the transform coefficients 

associated with the unique atoms chosen by the MP algorithm in 

order of descending magnitude, and their corresponding atom 

location indices are arranged in the same order. We progressively 

transmit these ordered coefficients and indices to the decoder, 

where they are used to reconstruct the mesh geometry with an 

increasingly improved accuracy. Because the original geometry 

vectors are normalized to have unit norm at the encoder, each 

reconstructed vector must be multiplied by the corresponding 

original vector norm at the decoder. 

V. Experimental Results and Discussion 

The main objectives of the experiments in this section are to: 
(i) determine whether the superior approximation capabilities 
of the proposed frames over their less redundant counterparts, 
which was demonstrated in [12], also translate to a better R-D 
performance when we consider the total number of bits needed 
to encode the transmitted data, and (ii) determine how the 
proposed technique compares to other existing progressive 
mesh compression algorithms in a similar category. Because 
the strength and novelty of the proposed compression scheme 
lies in the use of the proposed frames to obtain a sparse 
approximation of the input mesh geometry, this has been our 
focus so far, and the optimal encoding of the transmitted data is 
a separate (although not unrelated) issue that is outside the 
scope of the work in this paper. Thus, the comparisons to the 
different algorithms presented here are only intended to give 
the reader an idea of where the proposed approach currently 
stands when it relies only on the sparsity of geometry 
approximations obtained from the proposed frames, with no 
particular assistance from the encoding stage. The use of a 
more optimal encoding strategy, which will be developed for 
this method in the future, can only improve the R-D results 
presented here. For the experiments in this section, we used a 
simple fixed-length encoding for the atom location indices, so 
that for a dictionary containing d atoms, each atom index   
was encoded using 2log d    bits. The synthesis (transform) 
coefficients were encoded as 32-bit floating-point values. We 
did not use any quantization for these coefficients (except in 
our comparisons to Wavemesh [7], described later), because 
our aim was to isolate only the mesh distortions caused by the 
atom selection process; otherwise, the R-D plots would not 
clearly indicate the extent to which the R-D performance was 
due to the use of the proposed frames or the result of using a 
specific quantizer. To encode the mesh connectivity, we used 
the single-rate, state-of-the-art Touma–Gotsman (TG) codec 
[31]. For our overhead data, we encoded each of the three 
original geometry vector norms (see Section IV) as a 32-bit 
floating-point value, and we used two bits per sent transform 
coefficient to indicate which of the three input geometry 
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vectors (X/Y/Z) this coefficient should be used to reconstruct. 

1. Comparisons with Existing Mesh Compression 
Algorithms 

For comparisons with the proposed method, we chose the 
spectral compression [4] and Wavemesh [7], [32] algorithms. [4] 
is a natural choice for comparison because our proposed method 
is an extension of this work. Furthermore, similar to the proposed 
method, [4], [7], and [32] are all based on a transform coding 
approach, can work directly on a manifold mesh with arbitrary 
topology and connectivity type, and can preserve the input mesh 
connectivity at the highest resolution level. These are also 
seminal works in the mesh compression literature, and are 
commonly used for benchmarking. To obtain the results for [7] 
and [32], we used the codec from [33]. Similarly to [12], we 
used the root mean square error (RMSE), signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), and Hausdorff distance (dH) to measure the mesh 
distortions. For [32], we used only the dH because [32] changes 
the original vertex ordering during mesh reconstruction; thus, the 
original vertex correspondences no longer exist. For [7], we also 
used only the dH because [7] progressively improves the mesh 
connectivity; thus, at the intermediate resolution levels, there is 
no direct vertex correspondence with the higher-resolution input 
mesh. Some representative results from our experiments are 
presented in the sub-sections below. 

A. Comparisons with Original Wavemesh 

In our comparisons with [7], we uniformly quantized our 
transform coefficients because this approach is also used in [7]. 
In this case, we also required an additional two 32-bit values to 
encode the minimum and maximum coefficient values that 
were used to obtain our quantization range. Even though 
entropy coding is used in [7], we did not entropy-code the 
transform coefficients in our own method because we wished 
to avoid the cost of sending the initial probability distribution 
table to the decoder. Figures 1–4 demonstrate some example 
results obtained for three different meshes. 

Figures 1–4 indicate that the proposed technique generally 
outperforms [7], even though in our current implementation, 
the encoding is not optimal. Even though in Fig. 4 it appears 
that [7] outperforms the proposed method right at the end of 
transmission, the example reconstructions in Figs. 1–3 show 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Original Skeleton Hand model (1,240 vertices, 119,040 
bits), (b)–(c) reconstructions using: (b) frame with r = 2
(17,135 bits), (c) [7] (17,136 bits). Compression ratios: (b) 
21.0, and (c) 21.0. 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Original Elk model (1,645 vertices, 157,920 bits), 
(b)–(e) reconstructions using: (b) frame with r = 2 (4,685 
bits), (c) [7] (4,680 bits), (d) frame with r = 2 (17,985 
bits), (e) [7] (17,984 bits). Compression ratios: (b) 101, 
(c) 101, (d) 26.3, and (e) 26.3. 

(b) (c) (d) (e)(a)

 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Original Vase Lion model (1,707 vertices, 163,872 bits),
(b)–(c) reconstructions using: (b) frame with r = 2
(35,955 bits), (c) [7] (35,944 bits). Compression ratios: (b) 
13.7 and (c) 13.7. 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

Fig. 4. Rate-distortion curves comparing the original Wavemesh [7] with the proposed frame-based method. 
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that even at about halfway through the transmission, the 
reconstructions obtained from the proposed technique are 
already very similar to their corresponding original models; 
thus, in these cases, the receiver may wish to stop the 
transmission soon after the mid-point. Figure 4 also indicates 
that as the mesh models become larger (such as Elk and Vase 
Lion), [7] tends to outperform the proposed method at very low 
bitrates. This is because our method requires the entire mesh 
connectivity to be sent to the decoder at the start, whereas [7] 
does not. A visual example of this is shown for the Elk in  
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The Elk requires 4,280 bits for connectivity 
encoding when using the TG codec [31]; thus, Fig. 2(b) shows 
that at a rate of 4,685 bits, the proposed technique has not yet 
managed to reconstruct as much of the model’s geometry as [7] 
(Fig. 2(c)) has at a similar bitrate. However, even in cases such 
as this, our method is again able to rapidly outperform [7], as 
can be seen from the comparison of the Elk reconstructions in 
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), and the Vase Lion in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). 
 

 

Fig. 5. (Left) R-D curves comparing different compression
schemes; (Right) example reconstructions at similar
bitrates, using: (a) Non-Linear basis (536 bits, 8
coefficients), (b) frame with r = 2 (552 bits, 7
coefficients), (c) frame with r = 3 (534 bits, 6
coefficients), (d) frame with r = 4 (558 bits, 6
coefficients), (e) [4] (600 bits, 15 coefficients), (f) [32]
(552 bits). Compression ratios: (a) 26.9, (b) 26.1, (c)
27.0, (d) 25.8, (e) 24.0, and (f) 26.1. 
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B. Comparisons with Spectral Compression and Improved 
Wavemesh 

In our comparisons with [4], we did not quantize or entropy-
code the coefficients produced by this algorithm, in order to 
obtain a fair comparison with our own method, where we 
currently do the same, and with [32], which also does not use 
coefficient quantization. In Fig. 5, we present the R-D curves 
for the Torus, with the original mesh shown in the plot. 

Figure 5 demonstrates that the same general trends that we 
saw between the basis and different frame reconstructions for  
this model in [12] continue to hold here, even though it is more 
expensive to encode transform coefficients from the more 
redundant frames. The frame with r = 4 still exhibits the best 
performance, followed by the frame with r = 3, then r = 2. All 
of these frame reconstructions have a better quality than when 
selecting atoms in the same way (using MP) from only the 
corresponding Laplacian basis (“Non-Lin. Basis”), and they 
are superior to both: [4] (“K&G”) and [32] (“Wavemesh (no 
quant.)”). This is confirmed by the visual examples of the 
Torus reconstructions in Fig. 5. 

Figure 6 displays the R-D plots for the Skeleton Hand model. 
Again, we see that the more redundant frames generally 
outperform their less redundant counterparts, and that the frame 
reconstructions generally outperform [4]. Even though the dH 
plot implies that the latter is sometimes not the case (~30 kb to 
35 kb), the RMSE and SNR plots disagree. Figure 6 also 
suggests that the proposed method tends to outperform [32] at 
low bitrates, but [32] performs better at the higher bitrates; the 
visual examples in Fig. 7 confirm this. However, while the dH 
plot in Fig. 6 implies that there is a significant difference in 
quality between [32] and the frame-based reconstructions after 
a bitrate of ~25 kb, it is promising to note that perceptually, this 
difference is not very large. The frame reconstruction in    
Fig. 7(d) appears to be very similar to the [32] reconstruction in 
Fig. 7(f), except for some small differences, such as around the 
bone joints and fingertips. 

The same general trends as seen in Figs. 6 and 7 appeared to 
hold for most of the mesh models on which we tested. These 

Fig. 6. Rate-distortion curves for the Skeleton Hand, comparing different progressive mesh compression algorithms. 
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Fig. 7. Reconstructions, using: (a) frame with r = 3 (7,674 bits, 74
coefficients), (b) [4] (7,680 bits, 135 coefficients), (c) [32]
(7,632 bits), (d) frame with r = 3 (26,427 bits, 403
coefficients), (e) [4] (26,400 bits, 720 coefficients), and (f) 
[32] (26,360 bits). Compression ratios: (a) 46.8, (b) 46.8,
(c) 47.0, (d) 13.6, (e) 13.6, and (f) 13.6. 
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Fig. 8. (a) Original Venus model (711 vertices, 68,256 bits), (b)–
(d) reconstructions at a similar, low bitrate, using: (b)
frame (r = 3), (c) [4], and (d) [32]. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Original Elk model, (b)–(d) reconstructions at a similar, 
low bitrate, using: (b) frame (r = 2), (c) [4], and (d) [32]. 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

 
observations indicate that the proposed technique is usually 
able to outperform [4], particularly when using higher-
redundancy frames, and that it outperforms [32] at low bitrates. 
Some other visual examples of these methods’ performances at 
low bitrates are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Here, we again see the 
proposed method’s ability to capture the overall shape of a 
model, and the beginning of some of its finer details, earlier on 
than [4] or [32]. This may be useful in applications where the 
user is interested in identifying or previewing a 3D object 
quickly, but does not immediately require a perfect 
reconstruction of all of its high-frequency details. 

Since the first publication of the proposed frames method in 
[12], several other mesh compression algorithms based on 
overcomplete dictionaries and/or sparse coding techniques 

have also appeared in the literature [35], [36], [37]. In [35], the 
authors propose using an overcomplete dictionary of spectral 
graph wavelets [22] and selecting atoms using the 
simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit. This method is 
shown to be good for capturing localized mesh features, but it 
is not very efficient for global features or when greater 
compression ratios are required. It would be interesting to 
explore whether a combined dictionary consisting of the 
proposed frame atoms and the spectral graph wavelets in [35] 
could produce better R-D results than either of these methods 
can on their own, because the proposed frames are particularly 
good at quickly capturing the global shape of a mesh, while 
[35] is efficient at capturing the finer details. In [36], the authors 
propose a Bayesian learning approach in a compressed sensing 
framework, to reconstruct mesh geometry from a small 
number of linear combinations in the graph Fourier domain. 
When compared to more traditional graph-based compression 
schemes, such as [4], the main advantage of this approach is a 
reduced computational complexity at the encoder, However, 
[36] is shown to have worse R-D performance than [4], 
whereas the proposed frames method has been demonstrated 
to generally outperform [4], as judged by several different 
error metrics and perceptually. In [37], the authors aim to 
obtain sparse representations of normalized geometry images 
of 3D mesh models, by applying K-SVD to geometry image 
patches to learn an overcomplete dictionary. This method is 
shown to achieve better R-D results than when applying only 
the DCT to geometry images, but as is the case with [10], 
[11], it requires a reparameterization of the input mesh to 
another domain. The latter is a disadvantage when compared 
to the proposed frames method, which can work directly on a 
mesh in 3D space.  

VI. Practical Considerations of the Proposed Method 

In Table 1, we present some example timing results obtained 
for the proposed method using the mesh models presented in 
this paper. These results were obtained from our prototype 
implementation in MATLAB, using a machine with a 64-bit 
operating system, 32 GB RAM, and a 3.40 GHz CPU. 

To compute the frame vectors efficiently, we take advantage 
of the predictable ordering of basis vectors in the dictionary 
(see Sections III.1 and III.2). We know that for each of the 
groups of r basis vectors that are used to create the redundant 
frame vectors, there are 19r possible ways that these basis 
vectors can be linearly combined; thus, for a given r value, we 
can compute in advance the 19r different permutations of the 
scalar coefficients in the range [−0.9, 0.9]. For each increase by 
1 in r, the total number of frame atoms increases by a factor of 
~19. However, it should be noted that the total number of 
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Table 1. Example timing results for various aspects of the proposed algorithm. 

Mesh n r 
Total no. of 
redundant 

vectors created 

Time for basis 
computation + 

sorting (s) 

Total frame 
creation time (s)

Time for one 
dictionary search 

with MP (s) 

Total matching 
pursuit time (s)

Total geometry 
compression time (s) 

Total geometry 
decompression  

time (s) 

2 10,780 0.0128 0.190 0.00184 0.194 0.324 0.0333 

3 276,288 0.0128 3.42 0.0301 1.79 3.96 0.105 Torus 50 

4 5,699,784 0.0128 68.7 0.562 27.3 69.5 1.18 

Venus 711 2 156,200 0.270 4.11 0.210 232 398 1.64 

Sk. Hand 1,240 2 272,580 1.02 10.4 0.647 1,070 1,740 2.13 

Elk 1,645 2 361,680 2.32 18.0 1.14 2,850 4,680 3.39 

Vase Lion 1,707 2 375,320 2.57 19.4 1.23 4,010 6,620 3.75 

 

redundant vectors for each frame in Table 1 is less than would 
be expected from (5). This is because we currently require all 
of the dictionary vectors to be normalized to unit norm, and we 
allow 0 to be used as one of the coefficients in the range [−0.9, 
0.9], which results in some of the atoms in the final frame 
being identical. This presence of duplicate vectors does not 
affect the sparse synthesis capabilities of the frame, but it does 
increase the size of the dictionary. To obtain all of the results in 
Table 1, we therefore considered a pruned version of the 
original frame. As a result, the total frame creation time 
includes the time to compute and prune the redundant frame 
vectors, as well as to compute and sort the n original basis 
vectors at the encoder. In a separate paper, we will present a 
more detailed explanation of this pruning process, the reasons 
behind it, and whether it is necessary in practice.  

In practice, the time taken to compute the frame vectors 
increases in an approximately linear manner, by a factor of ~19 
for each increase by 1 in r. The same is true for the time taken  
to complete one full dictionary search using MP (compare 
these times for the Torus with different r values in Table 1). As 
demonstrated in Table 1, even for frames that contain hundreds 
of thousands, or millions, of atoms, one full dictionary search is 
completed in around 1 s or less. This is because we take 
advantage of MATLAB’s efficient matrix processing 
capabilities, so that each MP operation is implemented as a 
matrix-vector multiplication between the dictionary matrix and 
each input geometry vector. However, the total MP time 
depends on the desired quality for the final reconstructed mesh. 
To obtain the total MP runtimes in Table 1, we allowed the MP 
algorithm to run until the residual vector norm for each of the 
three input geometry vectors first dropped to 1 × 10–4 or less. 
We see in Table 1 that most of the compression time is taken up 
by the MP algorithm. Although our current implementation has 
not yet been optimized for speed, the mesh compression is still  
relatively fast for small mesh models and frames (ranging from 
a few seconds to a few minutes for meshes < 1,000 vertices); 
but it becomes noticeably slower as the dimensionality (n) of 

the frame vectors, or the frame redundancy (controlled by r), 
increases. However, because the mesh compression can be 
done offline and only needs to be done once, this is not a time-
critical issue; it is more important that the decompression is 
done rapidly because the decoding will likely be done online 
and often, and by machines with more modest resources than 
the encoder. 

At the decoder, we do not need to compute or store the frame 
in its entirety. The decoder can use the atom location indices 
received from the encoder, as well as the Laplacian eigenvector 
basis computed locally, to compute only the redundant frame 
vectors that are required for mesh reconstruction. The 
geometry decompression times in Table 1 were chosen such 
that they represent the longest times that a user would have to 
wait to ensure that the reconstructed geometry is practically 
perfect. These times represent the point at which all three error 
metrics that we used (RMSE, SNR, and dH) reached their 
minimum error values for the corresponding geometry 
reconstruction, and stopped fluctuating. However, as discussed 
in Section V, it is usually possible to obtain a very good quality 
mesh reconstruction much earlier on in the reconstruction 
process; therefore, the very small decompression times shown 
in Table 1 can usually be even smaller in practice. This is the 
case provided the original set of Laplacian eigenvectors can be 
computed quickly, as most of the decompression time is taken 
up by the computation of these basis vectors. For this reason, in 
its present state, the proposed method is most suitable for 
relatively small mesh models (a few thousand vertices at the 
most), owing to the need to explicitly store and compute the 
Laplacian eigenvectors. However, we believe that this is 
something that can be improved on in the future, and we plan 
to extend the method to enable it to handle larger models, 
potentially by making use of mesh partitioning, similar to [4], 
or by using some of the recent research that proposes efficient 
schemes for Laplacian eigenvector computation for large mesh 
models (for example, refer to [34] and the relevant references 
in [28]). However, for the method in its current state, we 
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envision it being particularly useful for compressing large 
databases of mesh models, where each model itself is not very 
large, but the database as a whole is large and needs to be 
compressed. The method would be particularly efficient in the 
case where a database contains many meshes with the same 
connectivity, such as a database of 3D face models used for 
biometric security (the same connectivity could be verified 
upon model creation), in 3D animation sequences, and in 
scientific/medical visualization experiments that track the 
progressive growth of an anomaly on a 3D object. In such 
cases, we would only need to create one frame for each 
collection of models, and we could use this frame to represent 
each of the meshes in this collection in its compressed form. 

Because of space limitations in the current paper, a more 
detailed study on the practical considerations of the proposed 
method will be presented in a separate paper. 

VII. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present new results for, and a more detailed 
exposition of, a new method for progressive mesh geometry 
compression, which was proposed briefly in [12]. The essence 
of this method is the use of a new redundant frame dictionary 
to obtain sparse approximations of 3D mesh geometry. This 
frame consists of the unit-norm eigenvectors of a combinatorial 
mesh Laplacian matrix, as well as redundant vectors created 
from linear combinations of these eigenvectors. The proposed 
method has the important advantage that it can be applied 
directly to a manifold mesh having arbitrary topology and 
connectivity types, which enables the original mesh 
connectivity to be preserved.  

Experimental results presented in this paper demonstrate that 
for a given mesh reconstruction quality, we can achieve a better 
R-D performance by using the proposed frames than by 
selecting atoms in the same way from only the corresponding 
basis of Laplacian eigenvectors. Increasing the frame 
redundancy tends to further improve this performance. This is 
promising because it indicates that the sparse approximation 
capabilities of the frames may themselves be sufficient to offset 
the more expensive coding requirements for the more 
redundant dictionaries. Comparisons with the spectral 
compression [4] and Wavemesh [7], [32] algorithms also show 
that in most cases, the proposed technique is able to achieve a 
better R-D performance than [4] and [7], as well as a better 
performance than [32] at low bitrates. These results can still be 
significantly improved by incorporating a more optimal 
encoding strategy in our method. 

An analysis of the practical considerations of the proposed 
method in its prototype stage shows that the mesh compression 
is relatively fast for small mesh models and frames, but it 

becomes notably slower as the frame redundancy and the 
dimensionality of the input vectors increase. However, the 
mesh decompression time, which is more important in 
practical applications, is very fast; it is almost instantaneous for 
small meshes and at most a few seconds for the larger meshes 
that were tested, to reach approximately zero geometric error.  

The most significant perceived advantages of using the 
proposed method appear to occur at low bitrates, which is 
where the most obvious shape changes occur. This can be 
particularly useful in applications that require the rapid 
previewing of 3D models, for example, for product 
visualization in e-commerce, rapid prototype evaluation in 
collaborative design, or potentially for rapid database search 
and retrieval. We envision that the proposed method will be 
especially useful for compressing large databases or sequences 
of mesh models, particularly where all of the meshes in a 
collection share the same connectivity.  

In future, the main work that is planned is the adaptation of 
our method to work with larger meshes, and to investigate 
optimal encoding techniques for the transmitted data.  
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